SwapLoader:
Stepping Outside

the

Box

We needed more versatility in our rescue team’s fleet, so our first call was directly to SwapLoader.
We wanted to see if the SwapLoader Hooklift Hoist System would fill this need. Turns out, it would.
SwapLoader assisted us with technical information, drawings and photos to help us formulate
ideas and jumpstart the thinking process. They also directed us towards the Gwinnett County
Fire Department, who was already successfully using the SwapLoader System in their daily
operation. As we moved forward with our decision to make this a reality, SwapLoader’s
distributor North River Truck in Mt. Clemens, MI was a great help. They handled everything;
answered our questions, delivered solutions, installed the hoist, built the bodies and provided
on-site training, all in a professional manner.
We utilize a number of custom flatbeds, outfitted with rolling tarp systems to cover the material
and equipment we transport to emergency scenes.These truck bodies can be configured quickly in
a variety of arrangements, accessed from any direction and offer ground level loading/unloading.
These elements all contribute to a safer and more readily accessible working environment.
Our SwapLoader Hooklift Hoist is a vital part of the Oakland Regional Rescue Team. This group
responds to emergency situations, offering the support of specialized rescue teams. Providing
specialized support requires the right equipment to get the job done. These teams also function
with a wide variety of operators, so ease of operation was considered a must. With SwapLoader,
we feel we’ve received that and much more.
We are very pleased with our SwapLoader Hoist. Given the ease of operation, strength and
reliability, we would recommend SwapLoader to another Department without hesitation.
Steve Ronk
Fire Chief
Independence Township Fire Department
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